
Some people feel that entertainers (e.g. film stars, pop musicians or 
sports stars) are paid too much money.
Do you agree or disagree?
Which other types of jobs should be highly paid?

There has always been considerable debate over the topic regarding to amount of salary that paid to celebrities or 
sportsmen. By and large, in many countries famous actors or actresses, film stars or pop musicians always have handsome 
salaries. In this article, we would address two different views of point about their income then express my opinion.

On one side, some individuals believe that super stars deserve huge salaries because of their roles in society. They bring us 
happiness and excitement. Not only are they famous but also their behaviors have tremendous effect on the community.

Notional football team is one of the greatest samples of entertainers that cause great amounts of thrill in youth and adult 
people. For instance, during recently FIFA world Cup in Russia, Iran national team has achieved huge success with four 
points at the end of its matches and for each competition so many Iranian came to street and cheers.

On the contrary, others persist that this great money should be dedicated to other important professions. Teachers, nurses, 
firemen are some examples that plays vital roles in society. But these groups of careers have always complained about their 
payment. Without some jobs, like above samples, the current and future of our society will encounter to serious problem 
that show paying reasonable salary to them is more rational.

To sum up, from my estimation, the entertainers are not deserved to unreasonable fees because in many cases these 
salaries tend them to be cruel or ruthless to other average Joe. Focusing on other important careers like teachers will make 
or future generation in proper way  

 


